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HomeKit 
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work? 

Smart home 
system explained





Smarthome
Which to Choose?



Apple HomekitAmazon Alexa Google Home



Many of todays products support all 3 platforms



Apple HomeKit vs Google Assistant vs Amazon Alexa
which is better?

• For the most part, Amazon Alexa, Apple HomeKit, and Google 
Assistant all offer a lot of the same fundamental smart home 
features and functions. If you have a hub device and multiple 
smart products with support for the desired platform, then you 
will be able to access basic controls for all of your connected 
gear via an app or through voice commands.



Apple HomeKit vs Google Assistant vs Amazon Alexa
which is better?

• Amazon Alexa has a slight edge when it comes to the total 
number of compatible products out there to choose from. Alexa 
is a very reliable digital assistant as well. 


• Google's platform, meanwhile, also has a large number of 
devices to pick from, and the Google Assistant's intelligence is 
known for being a bit more advanced than the competition. 


• Apple HomeKit, on the other hand, has an advantage when it 
comes to automation options, but there aren't quite as many 
HomeKit-enabled devices on the market just yet, and Apple only 
offers one Siri voice-enabled speaker model.



Apple HomeKit vs Google Assistant vs Amazon Alexa
which is better?

• The apps each system uses, device compatibility, digital 
assistant intelligence, and automation capabilities all differ to 
some degree — but the core idea remains the same between 
all three ecosystems. This means that choosing the best 
option for your needs will likely rely heavily on factoring in 
what devices you already own. 



Apple HomeKit vs Google Assistant vs Amazon Alexa
which is better?

• Alexa - Voice Activated primarily - Their App is not the best.  
Lots of devices but the programmed automation is not reliable. 
Amazon is all about selling you things.


• Google - Mostly voice activated.  Their app is not great but much 
better than Alexa.  Google wants to track everything you do.


• Homekit - Great app.  Same on iOS and Mac.  Voice control has 
improved.  Automation is very flexible and works without the 
internet inside the home. Privacy… Privacy…Privacy





Homekit
Because we all use Apple Products



How does Homekit Work?

• HomeKit is the most secure of the three major platforms. The 
same privacy features that Apple makes part of its phone 
ecosystem are included in HomeKit.


• HomeKit also has the most attractive user interface of the three 
major platforms, boasting the same sense of style as other 
Apple products. 


• HomeKit is also one of the easiest platforms to set up



Why use Homekit rather than the others?
• The primary way to connect a device to HomeKit is through a 

scannable code. 


• HomeKit also requires a hub in the form of an Apple TV, a 
HomePod, or a compatible iPad that must be turned on and 
connected to the network in order to operate.


• Setting devices up through HomeKit means you don’t have to 
download secondary apps. For example, smart security cameras 
often require a dedicated app to view the livestream and perform 
tasks, but compatible HomeKit cameras are set up and 
integrated through the Apple Home app.
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